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144 4 Chapterr 7 Concluding remarks 

dataa domain has been eliminated altogether from the general theory. By taking a 
cylindricc algebra (i.e., a Boolean algebra with existential quantifiers and equality) 
off conditions, we have achieved a complete separation of pure data aspects (in the 
cylindricc algebra) from pure process aspects (in the cj-dimensional basic process 
algebra). . 

AA further advantage of the theory of basic process modules is that it defines a 
varietyy of algebras in the universal algebraic sense, i.e., consisting of a universe 
andd an indexed set of finitary operations on this universe. Using the theory of 
universall algebra, our definition yields at the same time, and in a manner that is 
completelyy standard, a semantic class of algebras and a formal system to reason 
aboutt the elements of these algebras. Whereas the introduction of the language 
pCRL,, its semantics and its deductive system is lengthy and complex, the theory 
off basic process modules provides an elegant shortcut in the form of an abstract 
algebraicc theory of parametrised processes. 


